
Warm Wishes for a Joyous Holiday Season
from Bertelkamp Automation

We will be closed for the holidays on December 25th & 26th and January 1st

Festo's NEW Valve Terminal VTUX
Combines the advantages of three classic valve terminals

Festo is now making it even easier for its users:  the
functions of the classic valve terminals CPV, MPA-L/S and
VTUG are now available under the umbrella of the convertible
valve terminal VTUX. In addition, the AP-I and AP-A
communication system creates the ideal platform for
digitalized production.

With its high flow rate and almost limitless modularity, the
valve terminal fits almost any machine concept. The valve
terminal modules can be arranged as required. AP
communication technology makes connections child's play,
even over long distances. This communication technology
creates the prerequisites for safety designs, predictive
maintenance and data exchange with the cloud in the
Industrial Internet of Things (IIOT).

 

LEARN MORE

Mitsubishi Diamond Elite Distributor Partner
Ensuring exceptional service and solutions

We are pleased to be a Mitsubishi Electric Automation,
Inc. Diamond Elite member. Members undergo multi-stage,
in-depth training to ensure professionals are kept up-to-date
on equipment, new industry technologies and installation
best practices. Mitsubishi’s solutions provide exceptional
reliability, performance, and innovation for various
applications.
 
As a Mitsubishi Electric Automation Diamond Partner we are empowered through one of the most
complete lines of automation products with unmatched performance and quality:
 

· PLCs · HMIs · VFDs · Servos · Motion Control

MITSUBISHI AUTOMATION

PRODUCTS

https://www.bertelkamp.com/
https://press.festo.com/en/industry-segments/many-functions-safely-under-the-roof-of-vtux
https://press.festo.com/en/industry-segments/many-functions-safely-under-the-roof-of-vtux
https://www.bertelkamp.com/products/mitsubishi-electric
https://www.bertelkamp.com/products/mitsubishi-electric
https://www.hypercyl.com/hyperpress/
https://youtu.be/7m1JhCaYyrE


Ditch those Pumps!
A clear alternative to Hydraulic Press Systems

Did you ever wonder why manufacturers are
moving away from hydraulics?

Is it the noise, smell, leaks, heavy maintenance,
plant floor contaminations…… or perhaps all the
above?

HyperPress® solutions have a place in virtually
every seg ment of industrial production; from Clean-
room, Medical, DoD, Test labs, to Industrial
Assembly and Forming applications. Offering (2)
Power Unit options – HyperCyl® air/oil, and
HyperCyl-EMA® Servo technologies, a “Tooling-
Ready TurnKey” cell can be provided in Standard
format, or Customized to your exact needs.

Crush your competition by radically decreasing
operating costs, maintenance intervals and
electricity savings of 13-15%, while also saving
floorspace using cleaner technology versus
Hydraulics.

LEARN MORE
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